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Abstract
Gesture system can be considered as the non-tongue language that enables the human to emphasize or clarify the importance of current speech when communicate with other human(s). This idea can be utilized to be the vision based language between the human and the human-made intelligent machines. In this paper, the researcher introduced a gesture system model for recognizing the hand posture, the main contribution of this paper is the presenting of a new feature extraction method based on circle division of hand posture, this new scheme gives some flexibility for posture rotation in some decided degree that depends on the number of applied circle portions which in turn reduces the number of gesture samples stored in the database which finally impacts the processing time. The researcher has applied the system with a very low number of training samples per posture that is just two samples and with a very remarkable recognition rate of 97.92 % using twelve circles of eight portions per circle when tested with eight samples per posture, and the achievable recognition time was less than 0.6 second.
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Introduction
The family gives the first lesson for their children, this lesson is how to communicate with the world that surrounds their children, and this lesson is formed by the means of gestures and the children replies back accordingly, gestures like "COME", "GO", "SIT DOWN", "GET UP" and "SHUT UP" are most used due to the crying nature of the babies.

Gestures are very important in our daily live for communication with other live objects; Recent study has revealed that the non-verbal communication occupied around 93 %, moreover, facial expression as well as body gesture can express motions [1].

The traditional input devices like keyboard, mouse [2-4], keypad, light pen and trackball [3] limits the speed and naturalness of the entire system [2,3] and the new trend is to upgrade the system towards natural interface [5], this could help the robots as well by improving its visual skills which in turns enable the robots to manage more difficult and dynamic environment [6,7], this enable them to input the command and understand its meaning to be carried out correctly [8].
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Those cumbersome devices such as the keyboard and mouse give annoying burden comparing with human nature communication; mistyping, out of mouse pad, and other limitations which restrict the intuitive interface, and also the glove based gesture adds a troublesome load that enforce the human to wear such sensors and connections, for that, the vision based technique considered to be a good alternative for overcome such limitations and smooth the relationship between the human and the intelligent devices made by him. Also the vision based represents an attractive alternative [9].

Some applications of the gesture system:
1. Vital role for children that cannot use utterance to express their demands.
2. Deaf people for communicating with other live objects through sign language [4,10].
3. As a secondary tool for the people with normal hearing ability with spoken words in order to attract more attention [11].
4. Very necessary between peoples with some distance in the same area.
5. Helicopter signaler, traffic police, and other professions are considered to be a gesture oriented careers.
6. In virtual reality environment [12].

A gesture can be triggered from any movement of the body especially the hand motion since can convey more information [13]. The hand gesture can provide a huge information especially the geometric features [14,15] as well as statistical ones; this information needs to be used in a correct and prefect manner. The techniques that used to exploit this information were simple in the past two decades, for now and as the advancing of the science, the information is used in a good manner to recognize the hand gesture under various circumstances and with different movements.

The recognition of static gesture considered very important [16] because it represents the key idea of recognition and can work with dynamic gestures as well; since the latter is a sequence of static gestures and actions can be triggered accordingly [17].

Many challenges facing this gesture system which can be classified as posture challenges and system challenges, the posture challenges can be summarized as any challenged involved in the posture such as rotation, scaling, translation, noise, illumination [18] and human skin color, the system challenges can be summarized as the response time for posture meaning, recognition accuracy should be acceptable and without ambiguous decisions, and should work under different ethnic groups [13,19].

Tracking is also can be achieved using gesture system since it is a multiple of static poses [20] that can combined logically to extract the tracked object, and this tracking process can be done as a prior to recognition process [21].

In this paper, the researcher has presented a new features that can be used to enhance and speed up the gesture system with a very and remarkable number of samples per posture, I have applied two
samples per posture for training phase, I have used six different postures, and I have tested the system with an eight samples per posture and I have attained a noticeable recognition percentage as mentioned before, in this work, I have assumed that the hand posture is already extracted from a complex background since I have presented a feature extraction method in order to discover and explain this method in more details regardless of the hand extraction method which can be applied using any already-applied methods.

Related Work

Many researchers have applied different techniques for gesture system, template matching [22] was the simplest one, vector classifier [23] and fuzzy algorithm in conjunction with neural networks [24] have been applied as well to enhance the recognition percentage achieved by the final system, clustering technique [25] has some share for classifying the gesture system.

Agrawal and Chaudhuri [26] recognize the hand gesture by moment calculation, the hand gesture is tracked using the condensation algorithm, the output gesture is pre-processed for removing any possible noise by filtering the data using the median filter and then average filtering of size 7, a feature vector called feature trajectory is built with size 6 for each of 8 gestures, these features are the moment values of zero, first, and second order moments, single feature trajectory is constructed per gesture to represent the gesture. The new presented gesture is treated as the same and the minimum error is used to recognize this gesture.

The authors in [16] in this method applied static hand gesture recognition; they have applied the system with six different gestures represent the numbers (0-5), they have used the local variation for segmenting of hand region by stipulating that the distance between the regions should be greater than the distance within the same region, the minimum bounding circle has calculated to encircle the hand region and by using of morphological operations; the encircled hand is split up into two parts, fingers and palm and the ZMs & PZMs have calculated for each part, a distance measure is used with minimum outcome for recognizing the new presented gesture.

The authors in [27] applied a static gesture system with ASL gestures, they used normalized adapted RGB color model for segmentation process of hand gesture and then the hand boundary is detected using ordinary contour tracking algorithm, the extracted the features using the Peripheral Direction Contributively (PDC) with radial form division of posture to N regions by deciding a specific angle for division, 20 samples per gesture are used for training purpose and the same for testing, they used two recognition algorithms, Dynamic Programming Matching and Multilayer Perceptron Algorithm, the former achieved 98.8% and the latter achieved 96.7% under best performance. As comparing with the rapid development of the technology, mobile learning [28] has been done using gesture system to enhance and simplify the interface for the majority of users.

I have applied this method using different number of circles for performance test and also to discover the best applicable number of circles, the next section describes this method.

Overall Approach

The gesture system is composed of several stages which can be packed into two main phases that are the features extraction phase and recognition phase, the features extraction phase is responsible for building the database of the system that contains the features of the whole gestures and their samples (different poses for same gesture to overcome gesture perturbation), those features should cover the entire corresponding postures and also should be indexed for recognition purposes, many algorithms for features extraction have been applied and the accuracy of the these recognition algorithm depends mainly on the correct extraction of a good features.

After the database has been built, the recognition algorithm must be trained using the extant extracted features, the purpose of the recognition algorithm during the training phase is to find a prominent, non-overlapped (or at minimum at possible) regions for each posture, so, the new tested posture can be easily attached to its closest region that interprets it, the posture samples in each region are collected together depending on some common factor(s) existed in their features extracted in the training phase which make them grouping in that region, Figure 1 shows an example of the classification algorithm task.

In latter figure; we can notice that there are three groups of gestures each with two samples, those three groups represent the feature space that form the entire system classification, upon presenting a new posture; the algorithm task should find the perfect matching of this posture among the space groups according to the extracted features or can be seen as a benchmarking for matching process. One important notice is that the rotation factor should be taken into consideration during this process to produce a unified feature regardless the posture perturbations; however, this parameter has been neglected by many researchers due to difficulty of modeling and compensated by providing multiple training patters which have a negative impact on the database size as well as processing speed.

Posture Mass Centralization

After the extraction of the hand posture from the background, the features must be calculated; I have applied an additional step before features calculation which reduces the number of samples per posture and overcome the problem of posture perturbation, this step is adopted in [29] as a part of producing a comparative study, this method is the Posture Mass Centralization which works as follows:

The mean of the image posture is calculated and the image is divided into four quarters centered with the calculated image center which is the hand center mass, after that the whole quarters are scaled independently and with different scaling ratios to create a new image, without the need to re-allocate the image center coordinates at (0,0).
In more details, in order to minimize the number of samples per posture in the database; we have to get rid of the perturbation transformation which is usually overcome by increasing the number of samples, my remedy for this problem is the scaled normalization, in this method, the center of the image is kept the same after the calculation of the original center for the image before scaling, and the scaling will be performed separately on each of the four image quarters with different ratios of scaling, so that, we will obtain a set of unified images with no overlapping in the quarters before and after scaling, the other already applied normalization method tries to unify the image sizes by converting them into an equal sized quarters and which leads to a formation of a new quarter features.

Figure 2 explains the scaled normalization which is useful to maintain the quarter features the same and can produce good features especially when applying with moments algorithms in which the center of the image is placed on (0,0) of the xy-coordinates.

As seen in the Figure 2, the center of gravity of the original image is kept the same after the normalization process which means that the scaling is done just at the quarters; the following Figure 3 shows the normalization operation that applied which is not preserve the center of the gravity.

Feature Division and Calculation

After application of the scaled normalization, now the image is ready for features extraction phase, the produced posture is divided into many circles depending of the wanted number of features which decides the recognition accuracy, I have applied the system with a different number of circles to examine and discover the best number of circles which means the best number of features are applicable in the system, this is the reason why I maintain the center location without any change by applying scaled normalization in order to unify all the circles with the same center which is the original image mass centre, Figure 4 shows an examples of an image posture divided into many circles.

As seen by the latter figure, the feature vector size was ten, this comes from the four circles with two portions which produce eight features, the remaining features which lies at the exterior area between the image border and first biggest circle border can be also used as a features because it is a part of the image posture and cannot be neglected, as another example to illustrates this division of image

Figure 4: showing the feature extraction phase of input gesture with 4 circles divisions each of 2 portions. (a): the original posture image. (b): circle division with four circles, two portions per circle. (c): convolution of (a) and (b).
posture into feature vector can be found in Figure 5 which creates 32 features.

The calculation of Feature Vector Size (FVS) can be dependent upon two parameters, number of circles and number of portions per circle, this relation between these two parameters can be connected together in the Equation (1).

\[
FVS = (\text{Number of Circles} + 1) \times \text{Parts Per Circle}
\]  

(1)

So, by using these feature division technique; we can overcome the problem of rotation, since, the suggested method allows some degree of rotation in the hand posture which falls in the same portion of the circle, Figure 6 explains this fact.

As seen by the this latter figure, the features produced by the two rotated hand postures are close and recognized correctly in spite of a significant degree of rotation of both postures (b) and (c) and in spite of the training postures were just two samples for this posture only along with other five different postures each with two training samples in the database, Figure 7 shows the training samples for this posture.

In order to clarify the advantages of the suggested features, I have made a sketch represents the distance of these two mentioned rotated hand postures in Figure 7 against all the database stored postures which are six different postures, and as told before, both rotated postures are classified correctly, Figure 8 shows this sketch which depicts that both rotated postures gained minimum error comparing with other database postures.

**Feature calculation algorithm**

The following algorithm calculates the feature vector of the input hand posture with NoC (Number of Circles) Circles and 8 portions per circle and the Edge parameter which represents the length of the hand posture, the size of the feature vector is calculated according to Equation (1).

**Algorithm 1: Feature Vector Calculation**

**Input:** Hand Posture Image I(x, y), NoC, Edge.

**Output:** Feature Vector V(n).

**Method:**

**Step 1:** [Initialization]

\[ r = \frac{\text{Edge}}{2}, \text{Distance} = \frac{r}{\text{NoC}}, \text{XC} = \text{YC} = \frac{\text{Edge}}{2}, \]

\[ \text{FVS} = (\text{NoC} + 1) \times 8, \text{Initialize all } V(n) \text{ to zero, with all } n = \text{FVS}. \]

**Step 2:** [radius array creation]

Create Radius_Array \([s]\) with \(s\) circles radius and the distance between those circles radius is Distance parameter by using the following equation:

\[
R = R_{\text{Array}}(i) = r - \text{Distance} \times (i - 1), \text{forall} i = 1 \text{toNoC}
\]

**Step 3:** [circle selection]

Iterate all white pixels of \(I(x, y)\) through step 6 and attach each pixel to a Specific Current Circle Number (CCN) with positive \(R\) radius by applying the following equations:

\[ \text{error} = \sqrt{(x - \text{XC})^2 + (y - \text{YC})^2} \]

\[ R = \text{Min} \{ \text{error} - R_{\text{Array}}(i) \}, \text{forall} i = 1 \text{toNoC} \]

If no such \(R\) found, set \(R\) to zero, and \(i\) to NoC+1.

CCN = \(i\) which satisfies the above equation.

**Step 4:** [quarter selection]

**Figure 7:** Training Set for One Posture.

**Figure 8:** Classification Distance for the two Rotated Postures in Figure 7.

**Figure 9:** Seeking for the black area by selecting the circle, quarter, and portion respectively.
quarter = (CCN-1) * 4
If (x>XC) then quarter=quarter + 1
If (y>YC) then quarter=quarter + 2

Step 5: [partition selection]
Initialize partition to quarter * 2, since two portions per quarter
If (x, y) in the first quarter of the circle then
if (x, y) in the upper triangular then increment partition by one
If (x, y) in the second quarter of the circle then
if (x, y) in the upper triangular of the secondary diameter then
increment partition by one
If (x, y) in the third quarter of the circle then
if (x, y) in the upper triangular of the secondary diameter then
increment partition by one
If (x, y) in the fourth quarter of the circle then
if (x, y) in the upper triangular then increment partition by one

Step 6: [update feature vector V(n)]
Increment V( partition) by one

Step 7: [output]
Output the Feature Vector V(n) with n=FVS, end.

As an illustration to the Step 3, 4 and 5 of Algorithm1, Figure 9 provides three reference images, (a) represents the circle selection step, (b) represents the quarter selection step by using the CCN parameter which is calculated in step3, and (c) represents the partition selection which multiplies the quarters by 2 since there are two partitions in each quarters, and also additional update which represents which partition inside the quarter should be.

Training Database
In this section, the training database that form the basic features via which all the new testing samples are matched is listed in Figure 10.

Experimental Results
I have tested the system with 48 different samples, 8 samples per posture out of six postures; furthermore, I undergone through all the different circle numbers by dividing the image posture into different number of circles at a time and testing the suggested method, Figure 11 show the recognition percentages depending on latter division.

I have discovered that the peak recognition points reside were at 14, 16, and 18 NoC, and this peak point has a value of 97.92 % which is very impressive in spite of minimizing the training set and the rotated samples include in testing set.

The extracted features can be distinguished easily by the recognition algorithm and the minimum error has a big gap comparing with next to value minimum error against the database training postures, this fact is illustrated in Figure 12 which depicts that the normal tested posture without a hard degree of rotation, this
sample is classified correctly with all adopted NoC and the minimum error does not exceed 93, while the other matching error reached 1600, this clear discrimination gives us a promising solution for vision based problems when adopting these kind of features.

The sample that presented in Figure 12 represents a normal sample as said, to accomplish the paper objective which is the production of rotation invariants features with a minimum number of training samples; I have tested the system again with a rotated sample and the minimum error maintains his distance from the average error as in Figure 13.

The two postures that are used in both of Figure 12 and Figure 13 respectively are shown in Figure 14; the reader can compare these two tested postures with the database postures in Figure 10 and imagine the system strength and classification robustness that imposed by the suggested method.

The following figure shows the behavior of recognizing two tested postures, the distance error that calculated for the recognized postures has a remarkable distance away from other database postures; and the error distance of the non-recognized posture is overlapped or too close with other database postures, as shown in Figure 15.

The recognized posture as noticed in latter figure has a minimum error distance of 72.43618 which was classified correctly, while the matching score with other postures in the database are lied within (639.42865, 802.90845); in another hand, the non-recognized posture has a minimum distance of 586.9395 which refers to wrong database gesture; other database matching score are lied within (635.4337, 714.0714) which are closed to 586.9395.

Finally, I have presented in next Figure 16 the following fact which demonstrate the quality of the features and the separable property of these features, the NoC was 14 and the selected posture have recognized correctly as shown and was close to first pair of the pose 4 training pair with an error of 1.38 % out of the sum of errors of the database matching scores.
Comparative Study

In order to unveil the powerful aspects of the proposed algorithm, a comparative study is presented in this section with some other gesture algorithms, the main parameters that can show the performance are the percentage of the training samples and testing samples as compared with the total number of samples used per single gesture, Table 1 shows this visually comparison along with the suggested algorithms.

As seen by latter table, the proposed algorithm achieved high recognition rate and low training set which is the main contribution of this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method name</th>
<th>Total gesture classes</th>
<th>Training samples as %</th>
<th>Testing samples as %</th>
<th>% recognition accuracy</th>
<th>Recognition time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>2-4 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>2-5 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Algorithm</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>97.92%</td>
<td>0.6 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion and Future Work

Gesture system is the second applicable language which used with deaf and people with normal hearing ability as well, the new trend which was started decades ago tries to bring this fact out with home appliances and human made machines to make the life easier and more convenient, therefore this trend kept developing continuously.

I have applied a new algorithm for deriving a new set of features which can be extracted from the input gesture, the reason why that is the human made machines can classify the gesture easily and more correctly, which is the circle division algorithm.

As noticed, I have applied different NoC and sketched a diagram shows the recognition percentages for each, as the number of circles increase, the recognition percentage increases as well, the peak point can be detected easily from Figure 11, and also the increasing of NoC reduces the calculated error and the distance error between the matched database gesture and the other non-matched database gestures is also expanded, I have examined the system with a new presented testing posture and NoC was 14 with 8 portions per circle and the error distance separation gained a significant ratio which is 1.38 % and 2.44 respectively as shown in Figure 16, this supports my theory.

I have achieved a maximum recognition of 97.92 % using just 12 training set of patterns composing of 6 different postures each of two samples which waste aim, I have reduced the number of samples per posture which; in turn; speed up the system, which is also proved by achieving a recognition time of less than 0.6 second per tested posture, and also the reducing the number of samples helps the system to include more different postures rather than reducing the number of postures to increase the number of samples per posture, so, the system will be able to recognize more different postures which enable the human-made machine for doing more tasks and different actions in each task.

As a future work, these features can be combined with any classification algorithm and also with complex background; in this paper I have presented this algorithm with a bare background since the objective was the demonstration of the new features.
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